
Trading Essentials: Understanding Pips, Lots, and Stop Loss

What are Pips?

● Pips represent the smallest price move that a given exchange rate can make
based on market convention. In forex trading, a pip is typically the fourth
decimal place of a currency pair (or the second when dealing with JPY pairs).

● For example, if the EUR/USD moves from 1.1050 to 1.1051, that 0.0001 USD
rise in value is one pip.

Lot Sizes

● A lot refers to a bundle of units in trade. It’s a standardized quantity of the
currency you’re trading.

● There are three common lot sizes:
○ Standard Lot: 100,000 units of the base currency.
○ Mini Lot: 10,000 units of the base currency.
○ Micro Lot: 1,000 units of the base currency.

Stop Loss Distances

● A stop loss is an order placed with a broker to buy or sell once the stock
reaches a certain price. It’s designed to limit an investor’s loss on a security
position.

● Stop loss distance refers to the number of pips you set your stop loss order
away from your entry point.

How They Relate

● The relationship between these three elements is crucial for managing risk and
determining the size of your trade.

● The value of a pip varies based on the lot size you’re trading. Here’s a simple
formula to calculate the value of a pip:

Pip Value=(Exchange Rate0.0001 )×Lot Size

● When you set a stop loss, you determine how many pips away from your entry
point you’re willing to risk. This distance, combined with the lot size and pip



value, will determine the monetary value you’re risking.

Calculating Position Size

● To manage risk effectively, you need to calculate your position size based on
your risk tolerance, account size, and stop loss distance. Here’s a basic formula:

Position Size=(Stop Loss in Pips×Pip ValueRisk Amount )×Lot Size

● Risk Amount: The money you’re willing to risk on a trade.

● Stop Loss in Pips: The distance you set your stop loss from the entry point.

● Pip Value: The monetary value of a single pip based on your lot size.

By understanding these concepts and how they interrelate, you can make more
informed decisions that align with your trading strategy and risk management
preferences. Remember, it’s always recommended to practice with a demo account
before trading with real money to get comfortable with these calculations and the
trading platform. Happy trading!


